
PRIVATE TUTORING IN BRITAIN IS A GROWTH 

INDUSTRY WORTH £6.5 BILLION A YEAR, AND 

MALACHY GUINNESS, FOUNDER OF BRIGHT 

YOUNG THINGS AND TUTORCRUNCHER, 

BELIEVES THE TUITION MARKET IS NOW 

RIPE FOR INVESTMENT AND REVOLUTION
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!ese high street centres cater to children under 14-years old, and are at 
the opposite end of the price scale to the private tutoring agency side of  
the business. With a ratio of roughly four children per tutor, the tutor’s  
time is being shared but the children are still learning individually. “In a 
sense, it’s still one-to-one tuition [but] sitting as a group,” says Guinness.  
“I do think tuition centres will become the norm in Britain, much like they 
are in the Far East, America and Canada.”

As for investment opportunities in the centres, Guinness is as matter-of-
fact as ever. “We haven’t raised money yet; it’s all been self-funded. But after 
opening our third centre in High Wycombe, everything will speed up, at 
which point we’ll need to raise more money. I think when we get to centre 
five, we’ll definitely be raising money.” 

While the currently heated public debate over education has included 
concern over the growing trend for private tuition centres, Guinness sees 
it as a fast-forward mechanism for learning, thereby giving pupils more 
time to do what they love. But he does understand that there is a certain 
defensiveness on the part of schools, and other traditional bodies within 
education at a time when standards and practices are a touchy subject all 
round. Social mobility charity the Sutton Trust brands it “an escalating 
arms race in education” while the headteachers’ union, the NAHT, calls it 
unhealthy for children.

“!ere’s this problem: a lot of schools take pride in bashing tutoring saying 
that it’s harmful to the children and so on, when clearly it’s not.” He pauses, 
taking a moment to search for an analogy. “It’s the di"erence between going 
to the gym and having a personal trainer. Having a personal trainer doesn’t 
make your life more stressful.” 

Speaking of things that make your life less stressful, Guinness is also the 
mastermind behind TutorCruncher and TimeCruncher “We realised 
very early on running the agency business that it was very admin-heavy,” 
explained Guinness. “We found that we were spending most of our time 
doing admin, rather than doing what was important. So we built a bit of 
software that did that for us. !e first time we built it, we thought ‘!is 
is actually rather a good product’, and we saw an opportunity to sell it to 
others. So we set up a new company called TutorCruncher.

“It’s kind of incredible in a way, because it allows [other tutoring agencies] to 
compete with us. But at the same time, someone had to do it. It’s now got 
over a hundred tutor companies using it, all over the world.”

And to what does he credit this extraordinary success in an already crowded 
marketplace? “It sounds obvious, but getting to know your industry really 
well. !e only reason I’ve achieved the things I have in the tuition industry 
is because I used to do a lot of tuition myself. My record was 100 hours » 

As a regular on !e Tatler List (which describes 
30-year-old Malachy thus: “!is scion of the 
brewing dynasty [is] pretty deft with chopsticks – 
he loves Japanese food – and holidays in Ireland 
every summer.”), Guinness graduated from 
Christ Church, Oxford, with a degree in Biological 
Sciences. He is passionate about tutoring, 
and believes we need more options in the 
education system. 

When asked about the Prime Minister’s grammar 
school reforms, Guinness stressed: “I’m all for 
choice and I think one should be able to choose 
to go to a grammar school or a selective school.  
It seems wrong to not allow given how much they 
benefit some students. Obviously, the rights and 
wrongs of having a single entry at 11 Plus…that 
is di#cult because I don’t like exams for children.

“I don’t think it’s the way you should spend your 
childhood, worrying about exams. !at was one 
of my motivations for providing tuition – to take 
away some of the stress of exams. People say  
‘Oh, tutoring puts pressure on children’. Quite 
the opposite! Giving children tuition takes away 
the stress of exams because they’re helped.”

!is idea of good tutoring making children’s lives 
easier is at the heart of Bright Young !ings.  
Aside from the in-home tuition service – where 
tutors often travel out of London to live with a 
family for a half-term week and take on a more 
mentoring role – the company also operates 
tuition centres, the third of which has just opened. 
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!ose who can, do; those who can’t, teach. Or so the saying goes. Increasingly, 
those who can, also teach. But this isn’t teaching in the sense of the unending 
pressure and long hours involved in working at schools. !is is teaching in 
the sense of one-to-one, in-home tuition, with a sense of camaraderie and 
inspiration built in. 

Welcome to the world of the super-tutor. No doubt you’ll have read about 
the £1,000 per hour fees, and the Russian families paying tutors to live with 
them for a year in Moscow. Perhaps you’ll have even invited one to stay in 
your home over half term.

!e truth is, parents today are more likely than ever to employ the services 
of a private tutor. !e proportion of tutored pupils has risen by more than 
a third over the past decade, from 18 per cent in 2005 to 25 per cent in 
2015. In London, 44% of pupils have private or home tuition. Naturally, the 
number of tutors o"ering their services has grown, as has the number of 
tuition agencies, leading to questions of regulation.

“It needs to be recognised as an important part of the education system,” 
says Malachy Guinness, who co-founded private tuition agency Bright 
Young !ings with his business partner Woody St John Webster in 2008. 
“It’s very telling how little it’s [o#cially] recognised, simply by the fact that 
there is no category in any sort of government language for what we do. 
Even in Ofsted’s eyes, our tuition centres are registered as childcare centres! 

“[!is informality] doesn’t a"ect our business, but I do think that tutoring 
needs to be seen as part of the answer, rather than this slightly informal 
industry which people don’t really understand,” he says.
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Previous page, left: 
Malachy Guinness 
and Woody St John 
Webster, co-founders 
of Bright Young !ings.  

Previous page, right: 
Woody St John 
Webster, co-founder of 
Bright Young !ings, 
with pupil

Left: 
A Bright Young !ings 
tutor in action.

Below, right: 
Growing young  
minds with  
one-on-one teaching.
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 “I was able to do things di!erently because I really understood the market.  
If you only skim the surface, you will probably be doing things the same way other    
   people  always have”

in 10 days. I got to really understand what students wanted, what parents 
wanted, and I was able to do things di!erently because I really understood 
the market. If you only skim the surface, you will probably be doing things 
the same way other people always have.

“I was reading an interesting article this morning about how lots of people 
think tech companies are an easy win. Yet there’s a huge amount of work 
that happens in the background on tech companies, and we’ve seen that with 
TutorCruncher. "e dream is that you build a product once, and you’ll be able 
to sell it lots of times, but the reality is we work very hard…every year, the 
product is essentially rebuilt because things are always changing.”

Indeed, Guinness does not come across as a man content to rest on his 
laurels. From his work with TutorCruncher, he extrapolated the idea beyond 
tutoring and created TimeCruncher. “TimeCruncher was written in a generic 
language, and we’re trying to sell that to all other industries that operate in 
similar ways, i.e. unitised billing,” he says with enthusiasm. “I always think 
that racehorse trainers could use TimeCruncher. "e horse could be the 
‘student’ and the owner could be the ‘parent’,” laughs Guinness.

If Guinness’ impact on lessening the strain of children’s education is  
anything to go by, the equestrian world should take note. 

  Above, right: 
Eager pupils being 
tutored by Woody  
St John Webster. 

Above, left: 
Members of the 
Bright Young !ings 
Management team 
with the founders.
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